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Philosophical Issues, 12, Realism and Relativism, 2002

MORAL REALISM AND INDETERMINACY

Stephen Schiffer
New York University
I'm going to argue for something that some of you will find repugnantbut
which I can't help thinking may be true-namely, that there are no determinate
moral truths.As will become apparent,my interest in moral discourse as manifested in this paper derives more than a little from my interest in the theory of
meaning. Moral discourse has always presenteda puzzle for the theory of meaning and philosophical logic, and I take myself to be following the advice of
BertrandRussell when he recommendedtesting philosophical theories by their
capacity to deal with puzzles, "since these serve much the same purpose as is
served by experiments in physical science."'
Section (I) offers an epistemological argumentfor the claim that there are
no determinatemoral truths.This argumentraises furtherquestions, which subsequent sections try to answer. In the course of answering those furtherquestions, another,non-epistemological, argumentis offered for the claim that there
are no determinatemoral truths. In the end, I hope we see not only that there
are no determinatelytrue moral propositions, but what it is about moral concepts which makes that so.
I. An Epistemological Argument
The argumentI have in mind begins with the following master argument
(EA), whose interest lies in the argumentsfor its premises:
(1) If there are determinatelytrue moral propositions,then there are moral
principles that are knowable a priori.
(2) There are no such moral principles.
(3) .'. There are no determinatelytrue moral propositions.
A few clarifications. First, my use of 'determinately'in (EA) is pretheoretic
and at this point in my exposition presupposes no account of how the notion
should be explicated. This notion implies, inter alia, that if x is a borderline
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case of an F, then it's indeterminatewhetherx is an F. It may or may not transpire that being indeterminateentails being neithertrue nor false. I'll have more
to say about this later. Second, by a "moralproposition"I mean a proposition
that can be the content of a substantive moral judgment. This would exclude
trivial truisms such as the propositionthat one morally ought not to do what is
morally wrong. If there is such a proposition as the proposition that eating animals is morally wrong, then that would count as a moral proposition,as would
the proposition, should it exist, that your stepping on my blue suede shoes was
a morally bad thing. If moral principles are things that can be known (as opposed to rules or injunctions of some kind), then they are general moral propositions, such as the propositionthat slavery is wrong. Third,a prioriknowledge
is, at least to a first approximation,knowledgewhose knowledge-makinggrounds
include no empirical proposition believed to be evidence for what one knows.
One reason this is a first approximationis as follows. Suppose I'm doing conceptualanalysisand, aftersome labor,concludethat,necessarily,a speakermeans
p iff she intends to get her audience to believe p by means of the audience's
recognition of her intention to get him to believe p. Suppose, too, that my philosophical exercise has been so well conducted that it actually results in my
knowing the proposition to which it brought me. As most philosophers use 'a
prioriknowledge', my knowledge of the necessary truthabout speaker-meaning
would count as a priori. At the same time, these philosophers wouldn't deny
that part of my justification for believing what I know is the empirical proposition that I have been unable to think of any counterexamples.I merely note
this qualification to the standardgloss on a priori knowledge and won't try to
achieve a more adequategloss. Suffice it to say that I intend my use of 'a priori
knowledge' to be on all fours with the use of most philosophers who believe
the expression has application.
Returningto (EA), we see that it's plainly valid, thus reducing the issue it
raises to that of the truthof its two premises.
Re premise (1): If there are determinately true moral propositions, then
there are moral principles that are knowable a priori. To say there are moral
truths may for present purposes be taken to mean that there are moral properties and that at least some of them are instantiated.For example, if it's true that
my stepping on your blue suede shoes was morally wrong, then my act instantiates the propertyof being morallywrong. I assume-and assume no one would
deny-that, for any x and any moral propertyM, if x has M, then there is some
non-normativeproperty(, however complex, such that x has I and having I
minimally metaphysically entails having M-that is, having q) metaphysically
entails having M and nothing contained in cI (so to say) is inessential to its
metaphysically entailing having M. In the event, the proposition that whatever
has <(, has M is a necessarily true moral principle. It follows that if there are
determinatelytrue moralpropositions,then there are necessarilytrue moralprinciples. Such moral principles would themselves be determinatelytrue. I take it
to be obvious and not in need of argumentthat if there are such moral princiThis content downloaded from 128.122.149.145 on Fri, 29 Jan 2016 18:50:10 UTC
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pies, then at least some of them are knowable, indeed known. What readerwill
claim she has moral knowledge but deny that, e.g., she knows that it's wrong to
torture childrenjust for the fun of it? Now, if there are necessarily true moral
principles that are knowable, then at least some of them are knowable a priori.
This, too, I simply take to be obvious. I don't deny that some metaphysically
necessary propositions can be known only a posteriori. This seems to be true,
for example, of the necessarily true propositionthat water is constitutedof H20
molecules. But I doubt that what explains the a posteriori status of these necessary propositions can apply to every necessarily true knowable moral principle. We couldn't with a straight face speculate that we know that prima facie
it's morally wrong to inflict pain because someone made the empirical discovery that the property of inflicting pain was the hidden propertythat accounted
for the superficial features of acts on the basis of which we ascribed the property of being morally wrong, or because it was discovered that the propertyof
inflicting pain was the property that played such-and-such role in the moral
theory that fixed the reference of moral terms. Just ask yourself why you believe that prima facie it's morally wrong to inflict pain and you'll find the a
priori status of your belief written on its surface.
Re premise (2): No moral principles are knowable a priori. There are two

related reasons for accepting this premise. The two reasons are related in that
the first reason-which is apt to be perceived as somewhat tendentious when
first presented on its own-sets up, and thus serves as a nice introductionto,
the second reason, and the truth of the second reason explains the truth of the
first reason. Because of this explanatory asymmetry,the second reason is the
deeper reason for thinking that premise (2) is true.
The first reason may be put in the following way. If one person knows p a
priori, then, platitudinously, so will any other person in the relevantly same
epistemic situation with respect to p, which means that if one person knows p a
priori and another doesn't, then this other person is epistemically lacking in
some way with respect to p that the first person isn't. Perhapsthe non-knower
lacks complete mastery of one or more of the concepts needed to know p, or
perhapsshe hasn't reasoned as well as the first person, or been as imaginative,
etc.2 But now, as skeptics of moral realism have long claimed, whatever moral
principle one believes a priori, it would seem to be possible that there is someone else who doesn't believe that principle but who does not differ in any relevant way as regards one's epistemic situation vis-a-vis the principle. The two
of you agree about all relevant non-normativeissues, have equal mastery of
moral concepts, and are equally intelligent, sane, rational, imaginative and attentive, and have attendedto and reasoned aboutthe principle equally well (and
so on). You take yourself to know a priori that a woman has the right to abort a
three-week-oldfetus if having a child would interfere with her career.But there
are people just as intelligent and imaginative as you, with equal command of
all relevant concepts and equal access to all relevant non-moralfacts, who reason as well as you, and have reasoned on this issue as well as you, but who
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don't believe that a woman has the right to abort a three-week-old fetus just
because bringing the fetus to term would interfere with the woman's career.
There need be nothing you can do to get the other to share your belief, where
the reason for this has nothing to do with that person's being preventedor disabled from believing the truthin some way that doesn't beg the question.
Perhaps,it might be countered,we can imagine a standoff over the principle about abortion, but what about the principle that it's morally wrong to torture children for the mere fun of it? Actually, it's not all that hard to think of
people with not entirely outrageousmoral views who wouldn't accept the principle in question. Consider someone who implicitly accepts what Derek Parfit
calls the Self-interestTheoryand has as her single ultimatemoral principle that
one ought to pursue those outcomes that would make one's life go as well as
possible.3 Such a person might be a sincere moral egoist in the cast of Ayn
Rand who thinks that the only moral obligation anyone has is to achieve his or
her potential and to satisfy whatever desires will give him or her the most accomplished, lucrative,and enjoyable life. This moralistmight concede that only
a monsterwould want to tortureanyone but nevertheless stick to her guns about
what is morally wrong (she can even allow that, while one can't assert without
qualificationthat it's always wrong to torturechildren for the mere fun of it, in
many cases such behavior would be wrong because of the way it interferes
with other, more importantends one has). This seems entirely conceivable to
me, and if the example is adequatelydescribed, there need be no flaw of reason
or concept possession or imaginationto explain this person's not believing the
principle.4Yet if anyone has a priori knowledge of any moral principle, we
could hardly find a better example of such knowledge than the a priori knowledge that it's morally wrong to torturechildren for the mere fun of it!
As I indicated above, I take the foregoing reason for accepting premise (2)
of (EA) to be relatively superficial. Although I think it can stand (somewhat
shakily) on its own, it's best viewed as a prolegomenon to a deeper reason, a
reason for accepting premise (2) which accounts for why the first reason obtains. The deeper reason has to do with difficulties in explaining how one might
have a priori knowledge of a moral principle, and may be elaborated in the
following way.
If one has a priori knowledge of a moral principle, then there must be a
correct explanation of how one has that knowledge, of what it is by virtue of
which one's mental state constitutes a priori knowledge of the principle. I can
think of five ways one might try to account for one's having a priori knowledge of a given moral principle, and none of them holds much promise.
First, it might seem that one possible explanation of one's a priori knowledge of a moral principle is that one knows it on the basis of one's having
deduced it from more ultimate moral principles one knows a priori. Clearly,
this couldn't account for all of one's a priori knowledge of moral principles,
since the explanationpresupposes a priori knowledge of a moral principle that
one doesn't know on the basis of having deduced it from some other moral
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principle one knows a priori. But even apart from this point, it's not a promising account of any plausible candidate for a priori moral knowledge. It's not
that one can't know a moral principle on the basis of knowing a more ultimate
moral principle (or principles); it's just that if there are such cases, then the less
ultimate principle will be derived from the more ultimate principle (or principles) togetherwith some empiricalproposition,therebyprecludingone's knowledge of the less ultimate principle from being a priori.5
Second, it might seem that one's a priori knowledge of a given moral principle is concept-based where, intuitively put, one's knowing p is concept-based
provided that part of the explanation of one's knowing p is that no one could
have the concepts involved in thinkingp unless one believed p. For example,
Smith knows a priori that every widow was once married. If asked how he
knows, Smith might not be able to say anything very helpful, because his belief that every widow was once marriedisn't based on other beliefs he has; if
queried as to why he believes the proposition,he might say that it's obvious, or
that he can't imagine how it could be false. But whatever Smith might say, we
might explain his a prioriknowledge (at least in large part) by saying that Smith
has the concept of a widow, and no one can be in full possession of that concept and not believe the conceptual truth that every widow was once married.
Now, we evidently have concept-based a priori knowledge of the proposition
that it's morally wrong to do what one morally ought not to do, but is it plausible that one has concept-based a priori knowledge of any substantive moral
principle? I think not. Substantive moral principles link moral concepts with
non-normativeconcepts, but our moral concepts float free of the non-normative
concepts with which they're linked in substantive moral principles in that it's
never the case that a person who possesses both concepts can't believe one
applies unless she believes the other also applies. It's always possible for one
to believe that something falls under a moral concept without also believing
that it falls under a particular non-normative concept with which it may be
linked in some plausible moral principle. There is no substantivemoral principle such that it's impossible for there to be someone who fails to find its negation inconceivable. This, of course, is precisely the intuition that lies behind
G. E. Moore's "NaturalisticFallacy" and his claim that "propositionsabout the
good are all of them synthetic and never analytic";6it's an intuition that isn't
usually contested by either side in the debate between moral realists and their
skeptics. For any non-normativeconcept (>, it's always possible for some rational person who has command of the concept of moral wrongness not to believe that ( acts are morally wrong, however her intuitions about the concept
of moral wrongness are suitably tweaked, and likewise, mutatis mutandis, for
every other moral concept. This wouldn't be so if one could have conceptbased a priori knowledge of substantivemoral principles.
(There is an ancillary point to be made in this connection. The discussion
of a couple of paragraphsback showed how a rational person with full command of moral concepts might nevertheless not accept the principle that it's
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morally wrong to torture children for the mere fun of it. This illustrates the
point just made about concept-based a priori moral knowledge, for if that's not
a conceptual truth, then it's highly unlikely that any other moral principle can
make a better claim to being a conceptual truth.ChristopherPeacocke in effect
claims that we have concept-baseda prioriknowledge of the principlethatprima
facie it's morally wrong to inflict avoidable pain,7 but that hardly trumps the
prohibitionabouttorturingchildren.Suppose, however, I'm wrong and thatPeacocke's example, or the one about torturingchildren, is an example of a substantive moral principle that is also a conceptual truth.Even so, my skepticism
would be scarcely touched were I to concede that certain moral principles, such
as the ones just cited, couldn't be denied by anyone in full possession of the
concept of moral wrongness. For there would be so few such principles that
any moral system having them as their only axioms would be useless as a guide
to what to do. We don't need morality to keep us from torturingchildren for
the fun of it. But what useful moral principle is there of which we might have
concept-baseda prioriknowledge? If the only moraltruthswe could know were
ones backed by principles for which it's possible to have concept-based underived a priori knowledge, then morality would be useless in helping us decide what to do.)
A third way of explaining a priori knowledge of a moral principle is suggested by a certain "reflective-equilibrium"way of gaining a prioriknowledge.
This would be the way philosophical analysis typically yields a priori knowledge, when it succeeds in yielding knowledge. A philosopher starts his inquiry
not knowing the answer to a certain question. After much hard work, he concludes that the answer he seeks is p, where p is a necessary truth,if true at all.
EarlierI imagined a philosopher arrivingin this way, ratherimprobably,at the
a priori knowledge that, necessarily, a speaker means p iff she intends to get
her audience to believe p by means of his recognition of her intention to get
him to believe p. The philosopher's knowledge won't be based on a more ultimate principle about speaker meaning. The philosopher'sjustification for believing his new theory will be a story abouthow nicely it accountsfor the known
facts about speaker meaning, integrates in an illuminating way with other semantic notions, and, crucially, is resistant to the attemptto find counterexamples. No doubt something very much like this also applies to certain kinds of
mathematicaland logical inquiry.Might one have a prioriknowledge of a moral
principle that was of this sort? I doubt it. First of all, if one could know an
ultimate moral principle that wasn't stated in terms of problematicexpressions
like 'prima facie' or 'ceteris paribus', it would arguablybe of this sort, unless
it was like the principle that it's wrong to torturechildren merely for the fun of
it. But it's hardly how one knows, if one does know, that principle or the principle that it's prima facie morally wrong to inflict avoidable pain. So even if
the analytical exercise of reason could result in knowledge of some moral principles, it wouldn't explain all such knowledge one might take oneself to have.
Second of all-and this is the more importantpoint-the following considerThis content downloaded from 128.122.149.145 on Fri, 29 Jan 2016 18:50:10 UTC
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ation seems to preclude one's gaining a priori knowledge of a moral principle
via the analytical route in question. Crucial to the idea that any sort of conceptual analysis might justify one in believing a necessarily true proposition is the
ability of that propositionto resist the search for counterexamplesby others like
one in relevant respects. Yet such immunity can't be guaranteedfor moral principles if, as I argued,moral concepts float free of the substantialnon-normative
concepts with which they're joined in candidate moral principles. Perhapsyou
can't find a counterexample to the claim that acts of such-and-such kind are
wrong, but the guy with whom you're locked in irresolubledispute finds them
all over the place. Justthink of the situationof a person who can't find a counterexample to the claim that it's morally permissible for a healthy woman to abort
a healthy one-month-old fetus because it would interfere with her career.
Are there other ways of explaining a priori knowledge of a moral principle
that are worth considering? One thing that comes to mind is something like
G. E. Moore's "moralintuition."But if that doesn't fall under what has already
been discussed, then I doubt it's worth discussing. Another possible suggestion
is that we have certain underiveda prioribeliefs as a result of naturalselection,
which could account for those beliefs' constitutingknowledge if we assume, as
seems reasonable, that beliefs produced by naturalselection enjoy a reliability
that is knowledge inducing.8But it seems to me that there are two things that
make this suggestion problematic.First, I doubt that we've had moral concepts
long enough for naturalselection to make any moral beliefs a priori, and second, since there is actual or nomically possible disagreementamong otherwise
normalhumanson just about every moral principle, it's bound to be difficult to
explain why Mother Nature favors some but not others.
Finally, there is this to notice about premise (2) of (EA). Whether or not
being indeterminateentails not being true, it is a mere platitudethat a proposition is knowable only if it is determinatelytrue. Thus, although (EA) ventures
to show that there are no determinatelytrue moral propositions via a premise
which asserts that no moral principle is knowable a priori, the conclusion of
the argument,if true, would in turn explain why it is that the premise is true.
This reflection reveals no circularity in my argumentation,for although there
being no a priori knowable moral principles is explained by there being no
determinatemoral truths, the reasons initially offered for the claim that there
are no a priori knowable moral principles in no way presupposed the conclusion the claim was being used to support.At the same, to foreshadow a little,
any argumentfor the indeterminacyof moral propositions that didn't presuppose premise (2) of (EA) would itself be an independentargumentfor the truth
of that premise.
II. Cognitivism
Suppose, as I've just argued, that there are no determinately true moral
propositions. What explains this? Are there no determinatelytrue moral propThis content downloaded from 128.122.149.145 on Fri, 29 Jan 2016 18:50:10 UTC
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ositions because noncognitivism is true and there are no moral propositions, or
are there no determinatelytrue moral propositions notwithstandingthe truthof
cognitivism?
The two sentences
(a) Eating animals is a source of protein
(b) Eating animals is wrong
appear to be semantically on a par. The noncognitivist agrees but adds that in
this case appearancesare misleading.Normativesentences like (b) are masqueraders; the kind of meaning they actually have is different from the kind they
appearto have-namely, the kind of meaning (a) in fact has. Whateverkind of
meaning sentences like (a) have, it's what defines cognitivism. So what kind of
meaning do sentences like (a) have? Well, the meaning of any sentence is determinedby two things: the kind of speech act the literal speakermust perform
in utteringthe sentence on its own, and the kind of propositionalcontent those
speech acts must have. If we assume that stating and believing are relations to
propositions, then, as regards (a), the literal speaker who utters it on its own
must be stating (saying/asserting) that eating animals is a source of protein,
where the proposition that eating animals is a source of protein is both truthevaluable and something one might believe. It's truth-evaluablein that it's true
iff eating animals is a source of protein, and false iff eating animals isn't a
source of protein. By the criterionthis implies, cognitivism is true if the meaning of (b) is determinedby its being the case that the literal speaker utteringit
on its own must be stating (saying/asserting) that eating animals is wrong,
where the proposition that eating animals is wrong is both truth-evaluableand
something one might believe (and believe in exactly the sense in which one
believes that eating animals is a source of protein). What should we say about
cognitivism, if we assume that there are no determinatemoral truths?
The most common response of those who deny, implicitly or explicitly,
that there are determinatemoral truthsis to deny cognitivism. For one thing, it
may be difficult to see how one could account for there being no determinate
moral truthsif cognitivism were true. If there really is an objective propertyof
being morally wrong, what on earth would explain why nothing can determinately instantiateit? Anotherreason is thatthe moral skeptic typically also holds
that moral judgments have a certain conative force, in that, roughly speaking,
if one fully accepts that one morally ought not to do acts of a certain kind, then
to some non-negligible degree one will want to live in a world in which no one
does acts of that kind. But if cognitivism is true, then to believe that acts of a
certain kind are wrong is just to believe that acts of that kind have a certain
objective property,and, to voice the familiarHumeanworry,such a belief would
be consistent with one's feeling any way at all about whether anythinghas that
property.Because of these two concerns, noncognitivists are typically expressivists of one kind or another:moraljudgments arejust ways of emoting;they're
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prescriptionsto act in a certain way; they express whatever package of nonnormativebeliefs and desires is constitutive of a moral opinion; we can speak
of "stating"and "believing" moral "propositions,"but these notions must now
be understoodin certain expressivist ways; and so on.
In my opinion, noncognitivism is determinatelyfalse. No one can coherently deny that each of the following may be true:
It's true that eating animals is wrong iff eating animals is wrong
Jane believes that eating animals is wrong
Herbertstated that eating animals was wrong.
The noncognitivist must therefore argue that, while there are uses of 'true',
'believes', and 'states' on which the displayed sentences are, or may be, true,
there are also uses on which they are not true, and it's in terms of these uses
that cognitivism must be defined.
It's plausible these other senses exist only if it's plausible that the proposition that eating animals is wrong (the referent of the that-clause in 'Jane believes that eating animals is wrong') can't be truth-evaluable or believed/
stated in precisely the way the proposition that eating animals is a source of
protein (the referentof the that-clause in 'Jane believes that eating animals is a
source of protein') is. Otherwisethe sentences just displayed would suffer from
a quite inexplicable ambiguity.Now, certain presently irrelevantqualifications
aside, every sentence of the form 'a is F' is pleonastically equivalent to 'a has
the property of being F', wherein 'the property of being F' refers to the property of being F, and every indicative sentence 'S' is pleonastically equivalent
to 'That S is true' (more colloquially, 'It's true that S'), wherein 'that S' refers
to the proposition that S. Thus, it's a conceptual truththat if a is a dog, then ac
has the propertyof being a dog and the proposition that a is a dog is true; and
it's a conceptualtruththat if a is wrong, then a has the propertyof being wrong
and the proposition that a is wrong is true. It's trivial that 'dog' expresses the
property of being a dog and that there are propositions that ascribe that property to things, and it's trivial that 'wrong' expresses the propertyof being wrong
and that there are propositions that ascribe that property to actions. There are
no other relevant senses of 'property', 'proposition', or 'true'. Cognitivism, in
the stipulated sense, is easily obtained-which, as we'll presently see (in section IV), isn't to say that the cognitivism that obtains isn't in a certain way
something less than full-blooded. It obtains in that moral sentences, like other
indicative sentences, are in the semanticbusiness of statingtruth-evaluablepropositions; they don't need to be assimilated to 'Yuk!'or to 'Let no one ever have
an abortion!' As regards meaning, 'Eating animals is wrong' is on all fours
with 'Eating animals is a source of protein'.
So it's not the case that there are no determinatelytrue moral propositions
because there are no moral propositions. There are moral propositions in the
same sense there are any other propositions.Why, then, can't any of these truthThis content downloaded from 128.122.149.145 on Fri, 29 Jan 2016 18:50:10 UTC
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evaluable propositions be determinately true? Is it because none can be true
tout court, and therefore not determinatelytrue? Or is it that none can be determinatelytrue, however this might affect the further question of their being
true? Something needs to be said about being determinatelytrue.
III. Indeterminacy and Moral Propositions
The master argument(EA) concludes that there are no determinatemoral
truths, not, with the traditionalmoral skeptic, that there simply are no moral
truths. Some moral propositions are determinatelyfalse, but only those whose
negationsare not moralpropositions,such as the propositionthat a certainearthquake was morally wrong, it being false because only the actions of intentional
agents can be morally wrong, so that the determinatelytrue propositionthat the
earthquakewasn't morally wrong isn't a moral proposition in that it doesn't
entail that the earthquakewas morally right. As regards those infinitely many
moral propositions whose negations are also moral propositions, (EA) tells us
that every one of those moral propositions is indeterminate-neither determinately true nor determinatelyfalse. If being indeterminateentailed being neither true nor false, then there would be no gap between my conclusion and the
traditionalskeptic's. But it isn't my view that being indeterminateentails being
neither true nor false; for what it's worth, it's my view that it's indeterminate
whetherbeing indeterminateentails being neithertrue nor false, since it's indeterminatewhether the principle of bivalence applies to indeterminatepropositions.9 I therefore have an obvious reason for concluding that there are no
determinately true moral propositions instead of that there are no true moral
propositions. Nothing about the knowability of a proposition can be inferred
from the assumptionthat it's true unless we can conclude that no indeterminate
proposition can be true, since it's a platitude accepted by virtually every theorist, regardlessof his or her account of indeterminacy,that indeterminatepropositions are unknowable.The direct link with any kind of knowability is with
determinatetruth, not truth tout court. Since I hold that it's at best indeterminate whether indeterminatepropositions have truth-values,I'm in no position
to reach the traditionalskeptic's conclusion.10
What explains why moral propositionscan't be determinatelytrue?Why is
it that, though there are moral properties,nothing determinatelyinstantiatesany
of them? I'm going to put off trying to answer this question until after I propose a new line of argumentfor the view that there are no determinatelytrue
moral propositions, an argumentthat also both provides a third reason for accepting premise (2) of (EA) and explains the truthin the other two reasons for
accepting that premise. To state this argument I need first to say something
about my own account of indeterminacy.'1Since I can't hope to do any more
here than summarizewhat I have published elsewhere, the conclusions reached
in this section will be implicitly conditional in nature:if my account of indeterminacy is correct, then ....
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My account of indeterminacyturns on a distinction between two kinds of
partialbelief. Although we philosophersoften suppressthe point, we know that
believing is a matter of degree having to do with how firmly-the degree to
which-one accepts a proposition. One can believe a proposition more or less
firmly, and to say that someone believes p tout court really means that she
believes p to some contextually relevant high degree. What is less well known
is that there are two distinct kinds of partial belief. One kind is what philosophers usually have in mind when they think about partialbelief; I call this kind
of partial belief standardpartial belief (SPB). This is the kind of partial belief
which can under suitable idealization be identified with subjective probability
in that under suitable idealization SPBs satisfy the standardaxioms of probability theory. Pretend that degrees of belief can be measuredby real numbers
from 0 (unqualifieddisbelief) to 1 (unqualifiedbelief). Then examples of SPBs
might be your believing to degree .7 that it will rain tonight and your believing
to degree .16 that your nephew will pass his logic course. So, if you take these
two partially believed propositions to be unrelated, then you, rational person
that you are, will believe to degree .112 the conjunction that [it will rain tonight and your nephew will pass his logic course]. The following points also
characterizeSPB.
SPB is the kind of partial belief we would have even if, per impossibile, there were no indeterminatepropositions.
> SPB is a measure of uncertainty.If one s-believes p to a degree less
than 1 and greaterthan 0, then one takes p to be uncertainand oneself
to be in a state of partial ignorance in that one doesn't know for certain
what truth-valuep determinatelyhas (as we'll presently see, one can
only s-believe propositions one takes to be determinatelytrue or determinately false).
- SPBs generate
corresponding likelihood beliefs. Thus, if Renata
s-believes to degree .5 that she left her glasses in her office, then she
thinks it's just as likely that she left them there as that she didn't. She's
apt to say that she thinks that there's a fifty-fifty chance she left her
glasses in her office. If she believes to degree .01 that Mexico will win
the WorldCup, then she thinks it's extremely unlikely that Mexico will
win the World Cup.
> In every, or virtually every, case in which one s-believes p to some
degree between 0 and 1, one doesn't take oneself to be in the best possible position to pronounce on the truthof p, even if one has complete
confidence in the integrity of the evidence one has for or against p's
being true. Sometimes one thinks there's a better epistemic position
available to oneself, as, for example, Renata believes she can find out
for certain whether her glasses are in her office by looking for them
there.And even if one thinksone can't get into a betterepistemicposition
oneself, one will think there's a better position others might occupy, or
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might have occupied. Thus, there's nothing I can do to improve my
opinion aboutthe color of Thales' eyes, but a contemporaryof his could
have satisfied herself on that score.
The other kind of partialbelief is what I have elsewhere called vaguenessrelatedpartial belief (VPB).'2 I called it that because it was introducedin work
whose primaryconcern was the kind of indeterminacymanifestedin borderline
vague propositions. If I were introducingthe notion now I might have called it
indeterminacy-relatedpartial belief. VPBs, whatever we call them, are those
partial beliefs that can't under any idealization be identified with subjective
probability.Moreover,the just-displayedpoints thatcharacterizeSPB don't characterize VPB. Thus, as we'll presently see:
- We couldn't have VPBs if our
language could express only determinate propositions. VPBs go hand-in-hand with indeterminacy. Our
language couldn't express indeterminatepropositionsif we didn't have
VPBs, and our having VPBs secures our ability to express indeterminate propositions.
- VPB is not a measure of
uncertainty.VPB is the kind of partial belief
we have when confronted with a proposition we take to be neither determinatelytrue nor determinatelyfalse. In such a case, we have some
temptationto judge p true and some temptationto judge p false, but we
don't feel uncertainaboutthe proposition'struth-value,as though we're
in the dark about something hidden.
- VPBs don't
give rise to correspondinglikelihood beliefs. If, for examto degree .5 that borderlineHarry is bald, then you
v-believe
ple, you
won't think there's a fifty-fifty chance that he's bald.
- If one v-believes p to any
degree and one's epistemic circumstancesare
known to be ideal in a certain way, then one won't think that one, or
anyone else, can get into a better epistemic position with respect to p.
Now for an example, admittedly somewhat artificial, which I've used before.
Sally is a rational speaker of English, and we're going to monitor her belief states throughoutthe following experiment.Tom Cruise has consented
to have his hairs plucked from his scalp one by one until none are left.
Sally is to witness this, and will judge Tom's baldness after each plucking.
The conditionsfor makingbaldnessjudgmentsare ideal and known by Sally
to be such. For simplicity of exposition I'll assume both that Sally's degrees of belief can be measuredby real numbersfrom 0 to 1 and that Sally's partial beliefs are always of some determinatedegree.
Sally starts out believing to degree 1 that Tom is not bald and to degree 0 that he is bald. This state of affairs persists through quite a few
pluckings. At some point, however, Sally's judgment that Tom isn't bald
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will have an ever-so-slightly-diminishedconfidence, reflecting that she believes Tom not to be bald to some degree barely less than 1. The plucking
continues and as it does the degree to which she believes Tom not to be
bald diminishes while the degree to which she believes him to be bald increases. At some point, we may pretend, the degree to which Sally believes both that Tom is bald and that he isn't bald is .5, and Tom thereby
representsfor Sally a solid borderlinecase of baldness. Having reached .5,
Sally's degrees of belief that Tom is bald will gradually increase as the
plucking continues, until she believes to degree 1 that he is bald.'3
Although there's more to be said, and more that I've written,on the matter,
I believe, and will assume, that Sally's qualified judgments express partial beliefs. My claim is that Sally's partial beliefs that Tom is bald are VPBs. For
consider her at the point in the plucking when she believes to degree .5 that
Tom is bald:
Sally won't believe that there's a fifty-fifty chance that Tom is bald.
She won't wonder how the issue of Tom's baldness might turn out, or
what the underlying reality of it really is.
i/ If Sally's .5 partial belief that Tom is bald were a SPB, then she'd believe to degree 1 that he's bald or not-bald. But Sally won't believe to
degree 1 that Tom is bald or not bald. Sally, a non-philosopher,has no
views about excluded middle per se, and she's apt to react to the question whether Tom is bald or not bald the same way she reacts to the
question whether he's bald.
t/ Suppose that in addition to having his hairs plucked one-by-one from
his scalp, Tom has also suffered the indignity of being entirely nude
throughoutthe process, and that he is a paradigmborderlinecase of a
thin man. Suppose furtherthat at the point in the plucking when Sally
believes to degree .5 that Tom is bald, she also believes to degree .5
that he is thin, and that, pretheoreticallyspeaking, she takes the two
propositions to be completely unrelated:the truth of neither proposition would give her any reason to believe or to disbelieve the other.
Now, to what degree does Sally believe the conjunction that Tom is
bald and thin? It's intuitively clear, I submit, that Sally, confrontedwith
what she would say are "all the facts," will believe the conjunction to
the same degree she believes each conjunct, viz., .5. If her partial beliefs were SPBs, she would s-believe the conjunction to degree .25.

t/

Now, what is it for Tom to be a borderlinecase of baldness? Semanticists,
such as supervaluationists,deny that bivalence applies to borderline propositions. For them, being indeterminateis a matterof being neither true nor false,
or of having some other kind of alternative status. Epistemicists accept bivalence, so for them the proposition that Tom is bald at t, a time when he's
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determinatelya borderlinecase of baldness, is determinatelytrue or false (albeit, of course, not determinatelytrue or determinatelyfalse), although it's impossible for anyone to know which. Indeterminacy, at least in the case of
vagueness, is a kind of ignorance.
I believe both positions to be flawed. Crispin Wrightput his finger on the
problem with the semanticist's position. For the semanticist, he wrote, "indeterminacy consists ... in some kind of status other than truthor falsity-a lack
of a truth-value,perhaps, or the possession of some other truth-value,"and to
such "third-possibilityviews of indeterminacy"he objected that "it is quite unsatisfactory in general to represent indeterminacyas any kind of determinate
truth-status-any kind of middle situation,contrastingwith both the poles (truth
and falsity)-since one cannot thereby do justice to the absolutely basic datum
that in general borderlinecases come across as hard cases: as cases where we
are baffled to choose between conflicting verdicts about which polar verdict
applies, ratherthan as cases which we recognize as enjoying a status inconsistent with both."14The main problem with epistemic theories is that they can't
adequately explain how it is that every predicate expresses an absolutely precise property,let alone an absolutely precise property that it's impossible for
anyone to know is the precise propertythe predicate expresses.15
My view is that indeterminacy,whether or not it turns on typical cases of
vagueness, is neither a semantic notion nor an epistemic notion but rather a
psychological notion. Let a VPB* be a VPB formed under epistemically ideal
conditions (and see my "Vaguenessand Partial Belief" for how that vague notion is to be understood). I propose, for present purposes, the following sufficient (though not necessary) condition for a proposition'sbeing indeterminate:
[D] p is indeterminateif someone could v*-believe p to degree .516
Since I can't hope to give this any real defense or further elaborationhere, I
shall assume it as a workinghypothesisand see how it affects moralpropositions.
A priori moral beliefs also come in degrees. Suppose Sally is undecided
about the status of P as an ultimate moral principle-that is, as a moral principle she takes to be ungroundedin any other moral principle-and that she believes P a priori to degree .5; she's really torn, even though she takes herself to
have access to all relevant non-normativeand normativefacts. I think it's clear
that Sally's partialbelief that P is a VPB, not an SPB. She won't think there's a
fifty-fifty chance that P is true, and if she s-believes to degree .5 the independent proposition that it will rain tonight, then the degree to which she believes
the conjunction that [P and it'll rain tonight] will be .5. If her partial moral
belief were an SPB, she would believe the conjunctionto degree .25. And if, as
we may suppose, Sally is in ideal epistemic circumstances with respect to P,
then she v*-believes P to degree .5, and that together with [D] entails that P is
indeterminate.Since P is any moral principle, we have a new argument for
there being no determinatelytrue moral propositions:
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(1) If there are no determinatelytrue moral principles, then there are no
determinatelytrue moral propositions.17
(2) [D]
(3) For any moral principle P, someone can v*-believe P to degree .5.
(4) .-. There are no determinatelytrue moral propositions.
This argumentfrom indeterminacynot only gives a new argumentfor the claim
that there are no determinatemoral truths;it also, as I earlier hinted (p. 292),
offers still anotherreason to accept premise (2) of (EA) (the claim that no moral
principles are knowable a priori), a reason that also accounts for why the premise is true. For if every moral principle whose negation is a moral principle is
indeterminatein the sense of [D], then that explains why none of them is knowable a priori.
But even if we're persuadedof the soundness of this argument,we should
still want to know what it is about moral concepts that accounts for the truthof
premise (3) of the argumentjust displayed.
IV. Why Moral Propositions Are Indeterminate: The Peculiar Nature
of Moral Concepts
A little indirectionwill help. In Bob's conceptual scheme, the concept W is
governed by the following two conditions.
a. In orderfor Bob to believe thataxis W,theremust be some non-normative
concept N such that Bob also believes both that axis N and that being N
entails being W.
b. It isn't required that N be any particularconcept; N can be anything,
provided certain conditions are met. These conditions pertain to what
Bob wants;for example, Bob should want not to live in a world in which
people do anything that is N.
Given this we should expect two kinds of indeterminacyto be manifested in
Bob's beliefs involving W.
The first kind is simply the sort of indeterminacymanifested in borderline
vague propositions. Thus, suppose that the value of 'N' Bob settles on entails
the property of being a lie. Then the proposition that Jane's calling Bob a Republican was W may be indeterminatesimply because Jane's utterancewas a
borderlinecase of a lie and thus, by Bob's lights, a borderlinecase of a W act.
The second kind of indeterminacy is that, for any given relevant nonnormative concept N,'8 it may be indeterminatewhether being N entails being
W, where this isn't a matterin any ordinarysense of the vagueness of N or W.
Indeed, independentlyof any account of indeterminacyit ought to be intuitively
clear given the setup that, for any N, the proposition that being N entails being
W must be indeterminate.For suppose that the operative non-normativeconThis content downloaded from 128.122.149.145 on Fri, 29 Jan 2016 18:50:10 UTC
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cept for Bob is N*, whereas for Carla,whose concept W is also governed by (a)
and (b), the operative non-normativeconcept requiresher to believe that being
N* does not entail being W. Given the conditions governing the role of W, it's
patently absurdto suppose that either Bob or Carla has the determinatelytrue
belief in their dispute about whether being N* entails being W.And this is just
the verdict [D] yields. For any non-normativeconcept N, Bob may, even under
epistemically ideal conditions, believe to any degree that being N entails being
W, and these beliefs will perforce be VPBs. Thus, for any non-normativeconcept N, someone can v*-believe to degree .5 that being N entails being W, and
therefore the proposition that being N entails being W is indeterminate.
You won't be surprisedto learn that it's my view that what goes for Bob's
W isn't all that far removed from what goes for our moral concepts. There are
differences, of course, but what makes it impossible for any substantiveWproposition to be determinatelytrue also makes it impossible for any substantive
moral proposition to be determinatelytrue. The differences are that:
* It belongs to our moral concepts that their applicationmust superveneon
the application of some non-normativeconcept, but, unlike Bob, an ordinary person needn't have complete non-normative sufficient conditions explicitly in mind when she applies a moralconcept. If, for example,
she judges an act to be wrong, she will believe that it has a certain defeasible, but undefeated,wrong-makingproperty.Whatshe typicallywon't
be able to do with any great confidence is reel off the possible defeaters
that don't obtain. If she's to be confident that no defeater obtains, then
she must believe she can recognize a defeater when she sees one, and, if
that's so, then she would evidently have some sort of tacit belief about
the non-normativepropertyon which she takes the moral propertyshe's
ascribing to supervene.
* I earlierimplied that, while cognitivism (in the sense stipulated)was true,
it wasn't true in an entirely full-blooded sense. I was alluding to what
must be an importantconcession to the expressivist-viz., that one's conative attitudesenter into the determinantsof the non-normativenotions
on which the applicationof one's moral concepts will be taken to supervene. Since these conative attitudes are essential to one's having moral
concepts, it further follows that the meaning of 'wrong' in one's lingua
mentis (as it were) is unlike that of predicates which express nonnormative concepts in that the former supervenes partly on conative
facts.19This is the principle ingredientthat distinguishes moral concepts
from "naturalistic"concepts that enjoy determinateapplication and that
accountsfor their not having determinateapplicationsof the kind in question. At the same time, the conative requirementson our actual moral
concepts are considerablyvaguer than the conative requirementon Bob's
W. The concept of having a certain moral concept, such as the concept
of moral wrongness, is extremely vague, and it's even a cheat to speak of
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the concept of, say, moral wrongness. As with any concept, there will be
significantindividualdifferences.The paradigmpossessor of a moralconcept has a strong conative componentin the underivedconceptual role of
her concept, but the vagueness inherentin the concept of possessing the
concept no doubt allows for R. M. Hare's inverted-commas guy who
makes moral judgments not caring who does what.20Still, the conative
component is what gives cohesiveness to the concept, and is why we
speak of substantialdisagreements on moral issues, ratherthan supposing that people who accept different underived moral principles are employing different concepts, so that ostensibly irresoluble disputes about
ultimate moral principles are really just verbal disputes, like a debate
about whether whales are fish when one party's use makes it true that
they are and the other party's use makes it false.21
Yet the resemblances that remain with Bob's use of W give to our moral concepts a conceptual role that explains the truth of premise (3) in the argument
last displayed. Given the peculiarconceptualrole common to all our moral concepts, it will always be possible for someone in ideal epistemic circumstances
to believe a moral principle to degree .5, and such a belief will perforce be a
VPB*. And given [D], my sufficient condition for indeterminacy,it follows
that no moral principle is determinatelytrue. Accepting this doesn't preclude
anyone from having ultimate and underiveddesires about the kind of world he
or she wants to live in, nor does it preclude using moral language in an instrumental way, as in the rearing of one's children. That may have been the point
of moral language in the first place.22
V. Indeterminacy and the Argument from the Rational Irresolubility
of Moral Disputes
Skeptics about moral realism nearly always appeal to some form of the
argumentfrom irresolubility. David Hume was making such an appeal when
he wrote:
But whenI reflect,that... yet men still disputeconcerningthe foundationof their
moralduties:WhenI reflecton this I say, I fall backinto diffidenceand skepticism, and suspect,thatan hypothesis,so obvious,had it been a trueone, would,
long ere now, have been received by the unanimoussuffrageand consent of
mankind.2
Such skeptics may be construed as making the following two-part claim:
A. If moraljudgments assert moral propositions,then it's always possible
for two people to disagree about the truth-valueof any moral proposition, even when they agree aboutall relevantnon-normativeissues, have
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equal mastery of moral concepts, and are equally intelligent, rational,
imaginative and attentive (please feel free to insert whateverI left out).
B. If (A), then there are no true moral propositions.
The position advanced in this paper, if correct, explains the truth in the traditional moral skeptic's argumentfrom irresolubility as formulated in (A) and
(B), but we should be clear what that truthis.
My position implies an importantdisagreement with (A). My position is
that if one person fully believes a moral proposition, then it's always possible
in principle for there to be anotherperson who doesn't believe the moral proposition but is nevertheless, as regards epistemic justification and knowledge,
on a par with the believer. That is the truth contained in (A); but (A) goes
furtherin holding that rationallyirresolubledispute about moral propositionsis
always in principle possible, and the opposite is implied by my position. For if,
as I claim, the moral proposition is neither determinately true nor determinately false, then the two disputantsmay, at least in theory, be brought to believe just that-provided they have enough free time and philosophical ability
(and, unlike you, my readers,are unencumberedby commitmentsto incompatible philosophical positions). My disagreementwith (B) is that it overreaches
itself, both as regards(A) as it is and as regardsthe truthcontained in it. Either
way, the most that one is entitled to conclude is that there are no determinately
true moral propositions, not that there are no true moral propositions.
In this way, the truth in the traditionalmoral skeptic's argumentfrom the
rationalirresolubilityof moral disputes is explained-albeit explained in a way
that shows it to be a mistake to use this argumentin the aid of noncognitivism.24
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